ASTALDI WILL BUILD THE SUSPENSION BRIDGE OVER THE DANUBE
IN THE BRAILA AREA IN ROMANIA
Contract to have a total value equalling approximately EUR 435 million

Rome, 17 January 2018 – Astaldi announces that, in a joint venture, it has been awarded the contract to build a
suspension bridge over the Danube, in the Braila area in Romania. The value of the works totals approximately
EUR 435 million, with Astaldi responsible for a 60% share.
The contract calls for designing and building a suspension bridge totalling 1,975 metres in length, with a main
span of 1,120 metres, and two side spans 490 and 365 metres long. Two bridge access viaducts, 110 metres in
length, will also be built, in addition to 23 kilometres of connecting roads. For the performance of the works, one
year is planned for design and 3 years for construction.
The Customer is CNAIR, the state company headed by Romania’s Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure. The
works are included in the Master Plan for the country’s transport, and are financed with dedicated EU funds under
the Large Infrastructure Operational Programme (LIOP).
The design and construction will be carried out in a joint venture by Astaldi (the leader, with a 60% share) with the
Japanese company IHI (40%). IHI is the world leader in design and construction of suspension bridges and it has
already worked with Astaldi for the construction of the Osman Gazi Bridge in Turkey, the world’s 4th longest
suspension bridge and part of the Gebze-Orhangazi-Izmir Motorway.
The Astaldi Group has been in Romania for more than 25 years, having already built more than 100 kilometres of
railways and undergrounds, 250 kilometres of roads and motorways, and 2 international airports (Henri Coanda in
Otopeni, Bucharest and Avram Iancu in Cluj-Napoca). In Bucharest, it has already built the iconic Basarab cablestayed viaduct, the extension of Line 4 of the underground, the Piata Sudului road underpass, and the Lia Manoliu
national stadium. It is currently engaged in building, in Bucharest, the new Line 5 of the underground and the
Mihail Flamaropol ice arena, and, elsewhere in the country, is constructing the A1-Curiel limited-access motorway,
the Ogra-Campia Turzii motorway section, and 120 kilometres of the Curtici-Simeria double-track railway line,
subdivided into three lots.
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Astaldi Group is one of Italy’s leading General Contractors, and among Europe’s top 25 firms in the construction industry, where it also
works as a sponsor of project finance initiatives. An international player for 90 years, it addresses the market by developing complex and
integrated initiatives in the field of designing, building, and operating public infrastructures and large-scale civil engineering works, mainly
in the areas of Transport Infrastructures, Energy Production Plants, Civil and Industrial Construction, Facility Management, Plant
Engineering, and Management of Complex Systems. Listed on the stock market since 2002, it ended the 2016 financial year with a total
order backlog of over EUR 27 billion and turnover of more than EUR 3 billion. It boasts more than 11,500 employees and operates mainly
in Italy, Europe (Poland, Romania and Russia) and Turkey, Africa (Algeria), North America (Canada and the USA), Latin America, the
Middle East (Saudi Arabia) and the Far East (Indonesia).
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